3 Nights Incentive
Programme
Mallorca

Spain

Mallorca is often described as a Paradise- for many compelling reasons!
The biggest Balearic island is stunning all year round and offers you
countless places to explore.
Experience the authentic majorcan culture, beautiful sceneries, cultural
heritage sites… and much more!
Discover the paradise yourself!
Spain

Country Name
Spain

Day 1
Mallorca

Pick up at
Palma de Mallorca Airport

Day 1

Welcome Cocktail at
your hotel

Time to unpack
and to refresh

Afternoon – Discover the city Palma de Mallorca
After arriving on Mallorca, you start to discover this beautiful island by exploring the historical old town. During
the tour you see monuments from Byzantine to Muslim times, along with fine examples of the island’s modern
architecture. Besides that, you explore the city’s most enchanting streets, get to know the history of the city as
well as its most important buildings such as the Palma Cathedral or the Royal Palace of La Almudaina. After the
tour lunch is served at the Puro Beach Club, located on a mini peninsula at Mallorca's best sea front which
enables a stunning 180º view over the sea.
o

o Evening- Dinner at the Galdent Caves

Your first day on Mallorca ends with a lovely dinner at an exceptional location: the Restaurant Galdent Caves. It
is located in a former sandstone quarry which has been converted into one of the most beautiful restaurants in
natural settings worldwide! It impresses with its high and sloping ceilings as well as stone walls which create the
ideal ambience for your dinner. The cuisine will delight you with its excellent Majorcan dishes.
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Day 2
Mallorca

Day 2

o Morning- Enjoy your free time!
Your second day starts with a relaxing morning during which you can explore even more of the city or of
Mallorca¨s beautiful coastline! If you are looking for more action during your trip, Ovation can propose you ideas
tailored to your wishes!

o Afternoon- Soak in the mediterranean sun on board of a Catamaran
During the second day you enjoy a cruise along the turquoise blue Mediterranean sea which enables you to
discover the picturesque and hidden coves of Mallorca. The large and comfortable catamaran with its spacious
deck is the perfect location to enjoy a day sailing along the breath-taking coastline of Mallorca. During the sailing
trip you have plenty of time to snorkel, swim as well as enjoy your lunch on board of the catamaran.
Interested in doing wakeboarding, water-skiing or other water activities? Ovation can organize it for you!

o

Evening- Dinner at Balnerio Illetas
Dinner will be held at the exceptionally located Balnerio Illetas beach club from which you are able to enjoy the
beautiful sunset over Mallorca.
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Day 3
Mallorca
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Day 3
o Morning – Choose your favorite activities to discover even more
How about visiting one of the most beautiful parts of Mallorca: the Tramuntana mountain range that was
declared a UNESCO World Heritage site. Moreover, it is recommended to visit the Artá Caves or the
impressive Drach Caves as they are the magnificent subterranean world of the island. Every tour ends with a
local lunch. The list of exciting activities on Mallorca is endless- Ovation can suggest more options according
to your preferences and wishes!

o Afternoon– Free time
Did you know that Mallorca has 262 beaches along the island?- It’s time to explore them!

Evening – Enchanting farewell dinner at the Sa Font Seca country estate
This great Majorcan 17th-century ‘possessió’ or country estate, is an unique, tranquil and authentic setting for
your final evening on Mallorca. During dinner, you are able to enjoy a Flamenco performance.
It is a location with different niches, spaces and rooms filled with magic and elegance which make it the
perfect location for your farewell dinner.
o
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Day 4
Mallorca

Country Name

Day 5

Breakfast in your hotel
in Mallorca

Transfer to Palma de
Mallorca Airport

o Morning- Discover the hidden spots of Mallorca
In the morning you are divided into teams in order to explore the island with jeeps. Prior to the trip, the usage of the
road book is explained which serves to orientate yourself. All of the participating groups receive a folder containing
instructions, a questionnaire about the island and its culture as well as a map. Throughout the tour you need to
use the road book in order to arrive at the designated check-points and stops.
This activity is based on motivation and team building- a great ending of your group incentive trip!

o Afternoon- Adios Mallorca
After the lunch that follows the tour, you are taken back to the airport of Mallorca.
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you!
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